
TRI-Sort SDX+P
Industry-Leading Linear Parcel Shoe Sorter

Fives invented the shoe sorter over 45 years ago. The TRI-Sort SDX+P™ is the realization of our continuous 
evolution and advancements in linear parcel shoe sorter technology ever since. With running speeds of up to 
198 m/min (650 ft/min), it is capable of handling up to 18,000 parcels per hour.

Delivering reliable, high-speed parcel sortation
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— Gentle on unit loads 

— Handles a wide variety of shapes, sizes and weights 

— Robust slats and shoes for superior strength and durability

— Debris trays to prevent the spread of contamination 

— Interchangeable shoe designs to support any parcel mix

— Modular design for precise, adjustable positioning of divert gates

— Available in both mono-lateral and bi-lateral configurations



SMOOTH, RELIABLE AUTOMATED SORTING FOR MAXIMUM UPTIME
The TRI-Sort SDX+P is designed for smoothness and efficiency at high speed. 
It provides a soft, positive divert with shoes that move alongside the unit load 
for the entire length of the slat. It can rapidly handle a wide variety of shapes, 
sizes and weights when configured accordingly.

The TRI-Sort SDX+P’s robust aluminum slats are driven by a powerful central 
motor providing up to 60 horsepower depending on system length. Debris 
trays are precision engineered to isolate and protect slats and shoes from 
falling debris during their return trips. If left unprotected, fall out debris and 
liquids can enter in between the gaps of slat cross members and spread to 
the returning slats as they pass underneath. The debris trays effectively 
contain the spread of foreign matter and minimize contamination that can 
interfere with the free motion of the slats. This results in longer sorter 
component life and increased uptime.

ENERGY ABSORBING SHOE DESIGNS TO SUPPORT ANY PARCEL MIX
TRI-Sort SDX+P shoes feature energy-absorbing honeycomb elastomeric 
cushions to gently divert each sorted item. If a jam occurs, the shoes pop off 
automatically to prevent any damage and can easily be snapped back on to 
restore operations.

Our advanced sorter solution offers interchangeable shoe designs that can 
be tailored to support specific parcel mixes. This enables flexibility to select 
the most efficient gap spacing and shoe assignments to produce the highest 
throughput yield.

MODULAR, CUSTOMIZABLE SYSTEM CONFIGURATIONS
The TRI-Sort SDX+P system’s modular design offers precise, adjustable 
positioning of divert gates. This makes the sorter fully customizable to meet 
the needs of each individual facility.

The system can support both a mono-lateral configuration (at 198 m/min, or 
650 ft/min) or bi-lateral configuration (at 122 m/min, or 400 ft/min) divert 
switch designs. This allows for added flexibility to divert oversized packages 
to a parallel conveyor or to direct parcels to another part of the facility as 
needed.

Trisort SDX+P Sortation Capacities

Max Sorter Speed 650 (650 fpm (3 m/s)

Package Size Range Minimum: 3” x 3” x 0.25”
75mm x 75mm x 6mm

Maximum: 42” x 36” x 36”
1000mm x 900mm x 900mm

Package Weight Range Minimum: 0.2 lbs (100g) Maximum: 100 lbs (45kg)

Trisort SDX+P Divert Reference Dimensions

Effective Width 39.4 in. (1000 mm)

Overall Width 64.5 in. (1640 mm)

20˚ Divert Pitch 15305 in. (3900 mm)
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FIVES INTRALOGISTICS CORP. 
4400 Commerce Crossings Drive, Ste. #101
Louisville, KY 40229 - USA
Tel: +1 502 636 1414 
www.fivesgroup.com


